The “Fast Stability” computer program used for training in maritime schools
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Abstract
This paper presents computer software “FastStability”. The software has been developed for all kind of vessels and calculates stability with many additional options. The “Fast Stability” program is used in Post-Secondary Maritime School in Szczecin in education purpose.

Introduction
Society for the Promotion of Knowledge of Marine, as the body leading secondary school in the Maritime, is a non-governmental social organization. The activities started in 1995, and in 2005 was entered into the National Court Register under the number 0000061904. The purpose of the Society is to support educational initiatives in favor of the maritime economy [1].

This objective Society accomplishes by [1]:
organizing the Post-Secondary Maritime School in Szczecin,
organizing courses, lectures, seminars and other forms of education for children and adults;
cooperation with local governments, public administration, schools, academic institutions in particular, the Maritime Academy in Szczecin;
cooperation with domestic and foreign organizations engaged in similar activities.

Post-Secondary Maritime School in Szczecin, enables young people to achieve in a short period of about three years, diplomas and professional officer, capable of working on ships around the world. The school is for young people who graduated from high school or technical school final exams or not. The school prepares students to work in the deck department on vessels and marine engineering, preparing for the exam for diploma officer of the watch, it opens the way for further advancement [1, 2].

A graduate of the College for Maritime has full authority to apply for a certificate merchant navy officer on watch after passing the examination before the Examination Committee of the Maritime Office, which allows for employment in this position on maritime vessels domestic and foreign shipowners [1, 2].

Education in Post-Secondary Maritime School in Szczecin is currently implemented for the following [1, 2]:
− techniques navigator marine;
− technician engineer.

The curriculum specialties Navigator Marine Technician training meets the requirements in accordance with [3, 4] of support and operational. After completing the first year of study and completion of two months of practice students can apply for a certificate Mariner watch. However, after completing his studies in Post-Secondary School of Marine and serving 12 months of practice graduates can apply for a Diploma officer of the watch [1, 4, 5].

The curriculum specialty engineer technician training meets the requirements in accordance with the requirements of the STCW Convention and the operating subsidiary level. After completing the
first year of study and completion of two months of practice students can apply for a certificate of engine assistant. However, after completing his studies in Post-Secondary School of Marine and serving six months of practice graduates can apply for a diploma engineer officer on watch [1, 2].

The Post-Secondary Maritime School as well as other units of teaching trainees sailors, there are problems related to the implementation and monitoring of the learning process [1, 2]:

- the need to maintain a high level of education;
- the need to develop the knowledge and practical skills;
- prepare students for examination before the Central Examination (according to [5]);
- the need to archive test results for the checks carried out by the maritime administration offices.

In order to solve these problems in Post-Secondary Maritime School in Szczecin is used and implemented computer software for control stability called “Fast Stability”.

**The computer software “FastStability”**

The FastStability software has been developed for all kind of vessels and calculates stability with many additional options:

- Change of ship characteristics;
- Planning of loading, discharge, reserve and balance;
- Stability calculation;

- Draught survey;
- Seakeeping.

The “Change of ship characteristics” module is allowed to (Fig. 1):

- change of main particulars (length, breadth, draught, etc.);
- loading hydrostatics and cross curves from MS Excel format files.

![Fig. 1. The module for change of ship characteristics](image1)

**Fig. 2. The hydrostatics**
The FastStability Program loads hydrostatics from Excel format file *.xls. The hydrostatics data must be given in following order (Fig. 2):
- theoretical draught above base line T [m];
- displacement D [t];
- long. center of flotation LCF from AP [m];
- long. center of buoyancy LCB from AP [m];
- KM transverse above base line [m];
- moment change trim 1 cm [tm/cm];
- ton/cm immersion TPC [t/cm]

![Microsoft Excel - Cross curves of stability.xls](image1)

**Fig. 3. The cross curves of stability**

![Curve when docking](image2)

**Fig. 4. The module for control stability when docking**
and data for Draught Survey ("+" fore, "−" aft):
- distance from AP to aft mark [m];
- distance from FP to fore mark [m].

The cross curves must be given in following format (Fig. 3):
- cells in first column: displacement [t];
- cells in first row: angles of heel;
- other cells: values of cross curves [m].

There are following options in “Planning of loading, discharge, reserve and balance” module:
- all types of vessels (container ship, OBO, Tanker, Bulk carrier, ...) with retrieval of any loading conditions as a combination of single items, tanks, containers, bulk cargo, etc.;
- automatic access to ship data available in the system, such as: hydrostatics, cross curves or limits of stability;
- stability when docking (Fig. 4);
- run aground (Fig. 5);
- reserve of deadweight calculation;
- automatic balance correction for two points due to the extreme draught and trim;
- voyage information.

The “Stability calculation” module consist of (Fig. 6):
- several GM-limits;
- leverarm balance, single values, area below leverarm curve;
- trim and heel;
- IMO weather criterion;
- grain stability calculations.

The “Draught survey” module consist of (Fig. 7):
- fast calculation of tank weights;
- saving and loading data;
- print, print preview and printer set-up options;
- extra export to Excel file which enables preparing reports in standard format (e.g. NBC).

The “Seakeeping” module is allowed to (Fig. 8):
- motion transfer functions;
- prediction of: roll, pitch, heave, slamming, acceleration, screw surfacing, green water;
- calculation of Seakeeping Performance Index;
- prediction of ship operability in heavy seas;
- optimum service parameters on the red-green circular chart.

Fig. 5. The module of run aground
Fig. 6. The “Stability calculation” module

Fig. 7. The “Draught survey” module
Conclusions

Innovative software “FastStability” presented in the article has been developed for all kind of vessels and calculates stability with many additional options:
- Change of ship characteristics;
- Planning of loading, discharge, reserve and balance;
- Stability calculation;
- Draught survey;
- Seakeeping.

The special effect of education in the maritime schools is the ability to using ships’ stability software. The “Fast Stability” program is used in Post-Secondary Maritime School in Szczecin to training and learning. Presented stability software is allowed to examination before the Central Examination according to [5].
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